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Fit and Ready Horses in Today:

Race Horse List List Date

SA APR 3 4/25/2024WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE8

SA APR 2 4/17/2024DISPOSITION9

SA APR 2 4/17/2024VIBEZ

1st Race 1 Mile Turf

FAST GISELLE went well in her half-mile move, opening furlong in 12.2, not asked at all in 47.4, a good work

04/18/24 47.4 BFT HSA GradeFAST GISELLE

FAST GISELLE went off from the 1/2 mile pole, opening furlong in 12.1. passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1. crossing 

midstretch in 36.0, niggled to finish in 48.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 101.2, a decent work

04/11/24 48.0 B-FT HSA Grade

FAST GISELLE wore blinkers for her half-mile maintenance spin, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2. not asked at all in 49.4, 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 103.3, just a leg stretcher

04/04/24 49.4 MFT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

FAST GISELLE (C+) working with DISRUPTIVE ARTIST (C) - This team went five furlongs together, both wearing 

blinkers, we picked them up at the 1/2 mile pole, DISRUPTIVE ARTIST inside; The pair were together, splits of 11.3, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 23.2, FAST GISELLE was not asked, 3/4 length in front in 48.4, just ok. DISRUPTIVE 

ARTIST was hand ridden and tapped, definitely second best, not impressive. We cannot verify the Official time

03/16/24 101.2 C+FT HSA GradeFAST GISELLE

FAST GISELLE did her best work late in this half-mile move, wearing blinkers, crawling from the pole in 13.2, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 25.4, crossing midstretch in 38.1, not asked in 50.0, final furlong in 11.4, galloping out down to 

the 7/8 pole in 103.3. better than it appears on paper, a decent spin

02/24/24 50.1 B-FT HSA Grade

GRAZED MY HEART was given a five furlong clocking on the training track over Tapeta, we had the final 1/2 of the 

work, moving slowly in 13.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.3, not asked at all in 51.1, just a leg stretcher. We cannot verify 

the Official time

04/14/24 103.4 MFT HSA GradeGRAZED MY HEART

GRAZED MY HEART had to go much faster than given in this half-mile maintenance spin, we had the final 3/8 of the 

move in 37.0, going easily, just a leg stretcher. We cannot verify the Official time, but it seems way too slow

04/07/24 51.4 MFT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

GRAZED MY HEART was in hand throughout her comeback five furlong spin, going off in 25.3., never turned loose 

in 102.3, a very easy move for the comebacker, who appears a few works away from returning

03/24/24 102.3 B-FT HSA GradeGRAZED MY HEART

SUGAR FISH (B-) working with GRAZED MY HEART (C+) - This team went five furlongs together, we had the final 

3/8 of the work, SUGAR FISH a neck in front, not asked in 37.4, an ok work. GRAZED MY HEART was very lightly 

asked, a neck back at the wire, second best, just ok. We cannot verify the Official times

03/06/24 102.1 C+FT HSA Grade
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ANKYRAH finished well in this good early a.m. work on the training track over Tapeta, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.0, 

hand ridden, but responding well in 48.1, final 1/4 in 23.1, a good work this week

04/22/24 48.1 BFT HSA GradeANKYRAH

ANKYRAH went easily on the training track over Tapeta in this early a.m. work, we had the final 3/8 in 36.3, not 

asked, not a bad move. We cannot verify the Official time

04/15/24 49.2 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SWEET LAYLA RAE (C+) working with COUNCILWOMAN JOLLY (C) -  This team wore blinkers for their half-

mile work, SWEET LAYLA RAE inside; The pair were together in 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1, they were both 

lightly asked and tapped into the stretch, SWEET LAYLA RAE getting just in front crossing midstretch in 36.2, then 

niggled, edging 1/2 length n front in a slowing 49.1, galloping out clear, best, but so-so. COUNCILWOMAN JILLY 

was urged, 1/2 length back, second best, falling back on the gallop out, not a good work

04/02/24 49.1 C+FT HSA GradeSWEET LAYLA RAE

THRUMPS DREAM (C+) working with QUARIA THUNDER (C) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, 

QUARIA THUNDER wearing blinkers inside; The pair went off quickly, splits of 11.3, 23.1, THRUMPS DREAM was 

a length in front passing the 1/4 pole in 35.3, QUARIA THUNDER falling a length back in 35.4, THRUMPS DREAM 

was never asked at all, three lengths in front in a slowing in 101.2, just ok. QUARIA THUNDER was lightly asked, 

falling back in 102.0, three lengths back at the wire, not impressive.

04/19/24 102.1 CFT HSA GradeQUARIA THUNDER

MS MCWHINNEY (B-) working with QUARIA THUNDER (C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

QUARIA THUNDER wearing blinkers inside; The pair showed high speed, splits of 11.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.0, 

crossing midstretch in 35.1, MS MCWHINNEY was best, not asked in 48.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 

101.3, an ok work. QUARIA THUNDER was hand ridden to stay together, second best, just ok

03/18/24 48.1 C+FT HSA Grade

IN YOUR FACE went easily in her half-mile maintenance spin on the training track over Tapeta, opening furlong in 

13.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.1, not asked in 50.0, just a leg stretcher

04/22/24 50.0 MFT HSA GradeIN YOUR FACE

IN YOUR FACE (B-) working with UPLIFT (C+) - This team went three furlongs on the training track over Tapeta, IN 

YOUR FACE inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 12.3. IN YOUR FACE a head in front in 36.3, galloping out 3/4 

length in front to the 5/8 pole in 49.2, a decent work, UPLIFT was a bit second best, just ok

04/15/24 36.3 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

IN YOUR FACE showed more speed than usual in her half-mile work, sans her usual blinkers, passing the 1/4 pole in 

23.3, not asked in 47.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 100.3, a decent work

03/22/24 47.4 B-FT HSA GradeIN YOUR FACE

IN YOUR FACE went very easily in her half-mile move, opening furlong in 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.3, crossing 

midstretch in 36.4, geared down the final furlong, up in 49.3, galloping out down top the 7/8 pole in 103.2, an ok work 

as she could have gone faster if let run

03/15/24 49.3 B-FT HSA Grade

SPRING MAGIC had T. Baze aboard, fractions of 12.2, 24.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4. not asked at all in 101.1, a 

decent work

04/22/24 101.2 B-FT HSA GradeSPRING MAGIC

SPRING MAGIC went five furlongs in the early a.m. on the training track over tapeta, we had the final 1/4 in 23.4, not 

asked, certainly decent again this week. We cannot verify the official time

04/15/24 101.0 B-FT HSA Grade
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SPRING MAGIC finished well in her early a.m. half-mile move, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2. not asked in 48.0, a nice 

work

04/08/24 48.0 BFT HSA GradeSPRING MAGIC

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPRING MAGIC went easily in this five furlong work, we had the final 1/2, even splits of 24.1 for a 48.2 final time, 

not a bad work. We cannot verify the Official time

03/04/24 101.0 B-FT HSA GradeSPRING MAGIC

SHEZMISBEHAVING went five furlongs with T. Baze up, we had the final 1/4 in 24.0, asked along while not striding 

out well at all, not visually impressive. We cannot verify the Official time

03/27/24 101.4 C+FT HSA GradeSHEZMISBEHAVING

SHEZMISBEHAVING (B-) working with BUDDY'S PAL (C+) - This duo from different barns hooked in together at 

the 1/2 mile pole, SHEZMISBEHAVING with T. Baze aboard inside; The pair were together when we picked them up 

at the 1/4 pole, SHEZMISBEHAVING was going very easily, appearing best in 23.4, definitely a decent work. 

BUDDY'S PAL was hard urged to stay together, doing his very best, just ok. We cannot verify the Official times, but 

they appear way too slow.

03/18/24 49.4 B-FT HSA Grade

2nd Race 7 Furlongs Dirt

VIOLET STORM wore blinkers for her five furlong drill, going off in 24.3, hard urged in 101.3, not impressive

04/08/24 101.3 CFT HSA GradeVIOLET STORM

VIOLET STORM wore blinkers for her modest half-mile work, opening furlong in 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, 

crossing midstretch in 36.4, lightly tapped once in deep stretch, slowing a bit while drifting around a bit near the wire in 

49.2, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 102.2. a so-so work

03/16/24 49.2 C+FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SHE'S A TEMPEST (B) working with VIOLET STORM (C) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, SHE'S 

A TEMPEST inside; The pair showed good speed, splits of 11.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.1, SHE'S A TEMPEST was 

urged, responding quite well, far, far clear in 46.1, final 1/4 in 23.0, a good work, though made to do it. VIOLET 

STORM was hard urged, badly beaten in 48.2, not impressive

02/24/24 48.1 CFT HSA GradeVIOLET STORM

DE JORIA wore blinkers for her decent five furlong move, fractions of 12.1, 24.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.1. lightly 

niggled, responding in 100.4, not a bad work, better than her recent works have been

04/18/24 100.2 B-FT HSA GradeDE JORIA

DE JORIA regressed in her five furlong work, wearing blinkers, going off in 12.2., passing the 1/4 pole 37.0, urged 

along, slowing in 102.4, not impressive.

04/11/24 102.4 CFT HSA Grade

DE JORIA wore blinkers for her half-mile work, splits of 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.3, crossing midstretch in 

37.0, three firm whips near deep stretch, lightly urged to the wire in 49.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 102.4, 

just ok this week

03/29/24 49.1 C+FT HSA Grade

DE JORIA wore blinkers for her half-mile move, opening furlong in 12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, crossing 

midstretch in 36.1, not asked much in 49.2, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 102.3, not a bad work

03/17/24 48.2 B-FT HSA Grade
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YVETT'S SURPRISE was hard urged in her half-mile drill, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.2. doing her best in 47.0, 

showing some response, not a bad work, but really made to do it

04/18/24 47.0 B-FT HSA GradeYVETT'S SURPRISE

YVETT'S SURPRISE went off from the 5/8 pole in the dense fog, we picked her up at the 3/8 pole, passing the 1/4 

pole in 11.4, urged through the stretch, failing to switch leads, up in 36.1, galloping out in 49.4, not very impressive, 

We cannot verify the Official time

03/28/24 100.2 C+FT HSA Grade

YVETT'S SURPRISE went off from the 1/2 mile pole, we had the final 1/4 in 24.2, lightly asked, just ok, but likely 

much faster than given

03/23/24 51.2 C+FT HSA Grade

3rd Race 6 Furlongs Turf

EASTER (M) working with FINAL STORM (C+) - This team wore blinkers for their five furlong move, EASTER 

inside; FINAL STORM was 1/2 length in front in 13.0, then a length clear in 25.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 1 1/2 lengths 

up in 38.3, EASTER in hand in 25.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 38.3, EASTER was not asked a drop, up in 103.0, 

galloping out a length in front down to the 7/8 pole in 115.4, just a leg stretcher. FINAL STORM was urged through 

the stretch, up in 103.0, falling a length back on the gallop out down to the 7/8 pole in 116.0, so-so for him

04/22/24 103.0 C+FT HSA GradeFINAL STORM

FINAL STORM went easily wearing blinkers with Frey up in this half-mile maintenance spin, passing the 1/4 pole in 

26.0, not asked in 50.1, just a leg stretcher

04/17/24 50.1 MFT HSA Grade

CHLOE'S CROWN (B), CHARLEY PRIDE (B-), FINAL STORM (B-) and AURATIUM (C+) working together - This 

quartet from different barns hooked in together from the 1/2 mile pole, CHLOE'S CROWN inside of AURATIUM, 

who wore a Figure 8, three lengths in front of FINAL STORM, who wore blinkers with Frey up inside of CHARLEY 

PRIDE, who had Juan Hernandez in the irons The foursome maintained their positions in 12.3, CHARLEY PRIDE and 

FINAL STORM moved within a length passing the 1/4 pole in 24.3, CHLOE'S CROWN and AURATIUM in 25.0, 

CHLOE'S CROWN was never asked, a drop, best in 49.3, scampering clear on the gallop out down to the 7/8 pole in 

102.2. a good work. FINAL STORM and CHARLEY PRIDE were niggled, CHARLEY PRIDE late switching leads 

finally made to by Hernandez, 3/4 length back in 49.0, galloping out in 102.1, decent for both. CHARLEY PRIDE in an 

unraced four-year-old homebred unraced Arrogate Cal-bred gelding, this was his first work over the racetrack, FINAL 

STORM looks ok off the claim. AURATIUM was hand ridden falling 1 1/4 lengths back in 49.4, so-so at best for the 

very modest workhorse

04/08/24 49.0 B-FT HSA Grade

FINAL STORM looked ok this week in his half-mile move with Frey aboard, not asked in 48.1, final furlong in 12.1. 

not a bad work for his new trainer, who will likely try him with restricted starters next

03/23/24 48.1 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

FINAL STORM wore blinkers for this half-mile work, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.3. lightly asked in 48.0, an ok work

03/04/24 48.0 B-FT HSA GradeFINAL STORM

MIXTO (B) working with FINAL STORM (B-) - This duo from different barns hooked in together, both wearing 

blinkers, MIXTO leaving the 5/8 pole, opening furlong in 12.1, he was three lengths in front of FINAL STORM as he 

broke off from the 1/2 mile pole; FINAL STORM made up ground in 11.4, passing the 1/4 pole a length back in 24.0, 

MIXTO in 24.2, 36.3, MIXTO kicked away into the stretch, then was lightly niggled, a head in front at the wire in 

100.2, galloping out full of run down to the 7/8 pole in 112.4, a good work FINAL STORM was hard urged in the 

stretch to get a head back in 47.3, galloping out behind down to the 7/8 pole in 100.4, not a bad work, but really made 

to do it.

02/25/24 47.1 B-FT HSA Grade
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KNOWN IDEA went off from the 1/2 mile pole, opening furlong in 12.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, lightly urged, 

responding in 47.2, a decent work for the Cal-bred

04/20/24 47.0 B-FT HSA GradeKNOWN IDEA

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

KNOWN IDEA went easily in his five furlong move, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.3, not asked at all in 101.0, a decent 

spin

03/29/24 101.0 B-FT HSA GradeKNOWN IDEA

BEER MONEY (C+) working with BOSSY BRUIN GAL (C+) - This team went a half-mile together, BEER MONEY 

inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 24.4, both urged in 49.1, faster than given, but neither overly impressive

04/21/24 49.4 C+FT HSA GradeBEER MONEY

LAMPORGHINI (B-) working with BEER MONEY (C+) - This team of Cal-breds went together on the training track 

over Tapeta, LAMPORGHINI with Maldonado aboard inside; The pair showed speed in 12.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 

23.1, LAMPORGHINI was not asked, much best in 47.4, an ok work. BEER MONEY was asked to stay together, 

second best, just ok this week.

04/13/24 47.4 C+FT HSA Grade

BEER MONEY (B-) working with FACTORY DRIVE (B-) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, both 

wearing blinkers, FACTORY DRIVE with Maldonado aboard starting a length in front; BEER MONEY was even right 

away, splits of 12.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.4., FACTORY DRIVE in 12.4, 25.0, BEER MONEY was niggled into 

the stretch, together crossing midstretch, BEER MONEY in 36.2, FACTORY DRIVE in 36.3, FACTORY DRIVE 

appeared a bit best late, not asked crossing the wire in 48.2, then continuing solo down to the 7/8 pole in 100.4, a 

decent work, this one appears to be getting better in the a.m.. BEER MONEY was lightly asked when up in 48.1, 

galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 101.1, a bit second best, but ok.

04/07/24 48.3 B-FT HSA Grade

TIGER IN MY TANK wore blinkers for this modest half-mile move on the training track over Tapeta, taking a slow 

trot to the pole, moving slowly in 13.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.4, lightly niggled in 51.1. not overly impressive

04/20/24 50.4 C+FT HSA GradeTIGER IN MY TANK

TIGER IN MY TANK wore blinkers for this five furlong work, fractions of 12.4, 25.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.1, 

niggled in the stretch, slowing a bit in 102.2, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 117.2, just ok

04/12/24 102.3 C+FT HSA Grade

TIGER IN MY TANK went a half-mile on the training track over Tapeta, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.2, urged while 

tiring badly in 49.4, not good at all.

04/04/24 49.4 CFT HSA Grade

WHERE IT'S AT was not very impressive in this early a.m. half-mile work, passing the 1/4 pole in 26.0, lightly urged, 

never showing much in 51.1, not a good work

04/07/24 51.1 CFT HSA GradeWHERE IT'S AT

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEVEN TAYLORS (C+), WHERE IT'S AT (C+) and FASCINATOR (C) working together - This trio went five 

furlongs together in the early a.m., FASCINATOR starting two lengths in front of SEVEN TAYLORS and three 

lengths in front of WHERE IT'S AT; The threesome were three across the track passing the 1/4 pole, WHERE IT'S AT 

three-deep in 37.3, SEVEN TAYLORS between horses in 37.4, FASCINATOR along the rail in 38.1, WHERE IT'S 

AT was not asked in 102.4, SEVEN TAYLORS In 103.0, just ok for both. FASCINATOR was urged, falling 3/4 length 

back in 103.3. not impressive.

03/09/24 102.4 C+FT HSA GradeWHERE IT'S AT
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REFOCUS went a half-mile on the training track over Tapeta with Gutierrez aboard, openng furlong in 12.2, passing 

the 1/4 pole in 23.4, not asked, but slowing in 48.4, just ok for the gray

04/21/24 48.4 C+FT HSA GradeREFOCUS

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

REFOCUS (B-) working with RECALCITRANT (C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, REFOCUS 

inside; The pair were together in 12.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, crossing midstretch in 36.1, REFOCUS edged a 

length clear at the wire in 48.1 RECALCITRANT falling back in 48.2, up there, REFOCUS half-assed went down to 

the 7/8 pole, not asked at all in 101.2, slower than given, but an ok work

03/29/24 100.4 B-FT HSA GradeREFOCUS

REFOCUS (B-) working with BOSSY BRUIN GAL (C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, 

REFOCUS, with Gutierrez aboard inside; The pair were together in 12.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, REFOCUS was 

best crossing the wire in 48.4, BOSSY BRUIN GAL lightly asked, falling a length back when up in 49.0, a so-so work. 

REFOCUS continued solo down to the 7/8 pole in 101.4, a decent work

03/23/24 102.1 B-FT HSA Grade

REFOCUS wore blinkers and had Gutierrez aboard for this modest half-mile work, fractions of 12.2, passing the 1/4 

pole in 24.4, niggled crossing midstretch in 37.1, lightly asked to the wire in 49.2, not much gallop out down to the 7/8 

pole in 105.0, a so-so work

03/16/24 49.3 C+FT HSA Grade

SURROUNDEDBYANGELS went decently in this three furlong move, passing the 1/4 pole in 11.3. not asked in 34.4. 

a decent work

04/21/24 34.4 B-FT HSA GradeSURROUNDEDBYANGELS

4th Race 1 Mile Dirt

A BROKEN BREEZE looked awful in her five furlong drill, opening furlong in 12..2 all-out looking terrible late in 

102.4, a poor drill

03/20/24 102.4 C-FT HSA GradeA BROKEN BREEZE

ROMAN EMPRESS went off from the 1/2 mile pole, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.4, lightly urged in 47.2, not a bad work

04/20/24 47.1 B-FT HSA GradeROMAN EMPRESS

ROMAN EMPRESS looked ok in her half-mile move, even splits of 24.2 for a 48.4 final time, an ok work

03/29/24 48.4 B-FT HSA Grade

SWEET GEM (C+) working with VULIN (C+) - This team of femmes were asked in their five furlong drill, VULIN 

inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 36.0, both were hard urged, doing their best in 100.3, so-so considering how 

much they were asked.

04/13/24 100.3 C+FT HSA GradeVULIN

VULIN wore blinkers for her easy half-mile move, going off slowly, splits of 12.4, moving very slowly around the far 

turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.4, crossing midstretch in 38.0, not asked in 50.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 

103.1, an ok work

03/25/24 50.1 B-FT HSA Grade

TAHINI (B-) working with VULIN (C+) - This team went a half-mile together, VULIN inside; The pair passed the 1/4 

pole in 23.3, TAHINI was lightly urged, pulling a length clear in 47.2, an ok work. VULIN was urged, falling back in 

47.3, second best, just ok for her

03/09/24 47.3 C+FT HSA Grade
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5th Race 1 Mile Turf

HULA CANDY was not asked in this three furlong blowout, a bit off the rail in 36.0, not a bad move

04/24/24 36.0 B-FT HSA GradeHULA CANDY

HULA CANDY looked decent in his five furlong move, fractions of 12.1. 24.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, not asked 

in 100.4, not bad at all.

04/17/24 100.4 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

ALIGATO (B) working with ULTIMATE GAMBLE (B) - This team went well in their five furlong work, ALIGATO 

inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 35.4. not asked, moving well late in 59.3, a nice work for both

03/25/24 59.3 BFT HSA GradeALIGATO

ALIGATO was not asked in his half-mile maintenance spin, opening furlong in 12.3, kept off the rail in 49.4, just a leg 

stretcher

02/29/24 50.1 MFT HSA Grade

DANDY MAN SHINES had Rispoli aboard for his five furlong work, splits of 12.1, 24.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.0, 

not asked in 100.1, a decent work

04/21/24 100.0 B-FT HSA GradeDANDY MAN SHINES (IRE)

DANDY MAN SHINES (B) working with PROSPER (B-) - This duo from different barns hooked in together at the 5/8 

pole, DANDY MAN SHINES starting three lengths in front; PROSPER was under a big hold as the pair maintained 

their positions in 13.0, PROSPER moved with 1 1/2 lengths in 25.0, then was together passing the 1/4 pole in 37.2, 

DANDY MAN SHINES in 25.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 38.0, DANDY MAN SHINES was best late, not asked, pulling 

3/4 length in front at the wire in 101.4, then continued solo down to the 7/8 pole, going a full six furlongs in 113.4, a 

good work. PROSPER was not asked, but gave ground late, 3/4 length back in 101.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 

pole in 115.3, a decent work, but second best despite getting the faster clocking

04/07/24 101.4 BFT HSA Grade

DANDY MAN SHINES went off from the 1/2 mile pole, we had the final 3/8 in 36.1. not asked, a decent work. We 

cannot verify the Official time

03/29/24 48.4 B-FT HSA Grade

FLASHIEST left the 5/8 pole, fractions of 12.3, 24.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, lightly tapped a couple of times, but 

not asked much, up at the wire in 100.2, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 114.4, not bad at all off the brief respite

04/18/24 100.2 B-FT HSA GradeFLASHIEST

FLASHIEST went well in his five furlong move, we had the final 1/4 in 23.3. not asked at all, striding out well to the 

wire, a good work. We cannot verify the Official time

04/11/24 101.0 BFT HSA Grade

FLASHIEST finished well in his five furlong move, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.3, not asked in 101.3, final 1/4 in 24.0, a 

decent work

04/03/24 101.3 B-FT HSA Grade

FLASHIEST went very easily in his five furlong move, fractions of 12.2, 24.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4. not asked 

at all in 101.1. not a bad work

03/10/24 101.1 B-FT HSA Grade

FLASHIEST went off from the 5/8 pole, splits of 12.3, 24.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4, not asked in the stretch, 

slowing a bit in 102.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 116.1, not overly impressive

03/01/24 102.0 C+FT HSA Grade
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REIQUIST (B-) working with THE BIG CHEESEOLA (B-) - This team wore blinkers for their half-mile move, THE 

BIG CHEESEOLA inside; The pair showed speed, splits of 11.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.1, crossing midstretch in 

35.0, THE BIG CHEESEOLA was not asked, REIQUIST lightly niggled in 47.3, faster than given, galloping out down 

to the 7/8 pole in 101.0, decent for both

04/21/24 48.1 B-FT HSA GradeREIQUIST

REIQUIST went off from the 1/2 mile pole, wearing blinkers, moving quickly, splits of 11.2, passing the 1/3 pole in 

23.2, crossing midstretch in 35.2, slowing a bit to the wire in 48.1, an ok work

04/07/24 48.0 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

MOONLIT SONATA (B-) working with REIQUIST (B-) - This team wore blinkers for their five furlong work, 

MOONLIT SONATA inside; The pair were together, fractions of 12.0, 23.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.4, REIQUIST 

was lightly urged through the stretch, a head in front of MOONLIT SONATA, who was not asked in 100.2, REIQUIST 

galloping out in front down top the 7/8 pole in 113.4, MOONLIT SONATA in 114., ok for both

03/17/24 100.2 B-FT HSA GradeREIQUIST

REIQUIST did not look as good as usual in this half-mile work, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2. lightly urged in 49.0, not 

overly impressive

03/10/24 49.1 C+FT HSA Grade

DEAN MARTINI did his best work late in this half-mile move on the training track over Tapeta, opening furlong in 

12.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.0, not asked in 49.1, not a bad work

04/21/24 49.2 B-FT HSA GradeDEAN MARTINI

DEAN MARTINI went five furlongs on the training track over Tapeta, we had the final 3/8 in 36.4, never asked, a 

decent move. We cannot verify the Official time

04/14/24 102.0 B-FT HSA Grade

DEAN MARTINI (B-) working with YOLO CALLS (C+) - This team went five furlongs from the 1/2 mile pole, 

DEAN MARTINI inside; The pair were together, splits of 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.1, DEAN MARTINI edged a 

length clear in the stretch, not asked crossing the wire in 480, YOLO CALLS lightly asked in 48.1, they continued 

down to the 7/8 pole,  DEAN MARTINI three lengths in front in 100.2, faster than given, a decent work. YOLO 

CALLS was lightly asked to the 7 1/2 furlong marker then not asked when up at the 7/8 pole in 101.0, faster than given, 

but just ok.

03/27/24 101.0 B-FT HSA Grade

DEAN MARTINI was given a five furlong time, he only went a half-mile, crossing midstretch in 36.0, finishing well in 

47.4, final furlong in 11.4, not asked, a good work. He never should have received a five furlong clocking

03/20/24 101.4 BFT HSA Grade

6th Race 6½ Furlongs Dirt

CRYPTO CRAZE went extra easily in her half-mile spin, we had the final 1/4 in 24.2. not asked a drop, able to go 

faster if let run, not a bad work. We cannot verify the Official time

04/12/24 49.3 B-FT HSA GradeCRYPTO CRAZE

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

CRYPTO CRAZE went easily for his new trainer in this half-mile maintenance spin with T. Baze up, we had the final 

3/8 in 37.0, not asked at all, just a leg stretcher. We cannot verify the Official time

03/01/24 50.0 MFT HSA GradeCRYPTO CRAZE

SANGER worked early in the a.m., passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, lightly asked, responding ok in 48.1, not a bad work

04/20/24 48.1 B-FT HSA GradeSANGER
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Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SANGER went five furlongs in the early a.m., we had the final 1/4 in 24.2. lightly urged, not reaching out well at all 

late, so-so at best visually this week. We cannot verify the Official time

03/29/24 100.3 C+FT HSA GradeSANGER

SANGER looked good in his early a.m. half-mile move, not asked in 47.4, final furlong in 12.2, moving easily to the 

wire, a good work this week

03/23/24 47.4 BFT HSA Grade

SANGER went off from the 5/8 pole, opening 1/4 in 24.3. urged, slowing to the wire in 102.0, a couple of ticks faster 

than given but so-so at best

03/10/24 102.2 C+FT HSA Grade

SANGER generally looks good in the a.m. and looked fine in his half-mile move, not asked in 47.3, a decent work, but 

typical of him in the a.m.

02/29/24 47.2 B-FT HSA Grade

MOTORCADE (B) working with SPLASHED IN GOLD (C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, we 

picked them up at the 1/4 pole, MOTORCADE three lengths in front outside; MOTORCADE was lightly asked, 

finishing seven lengths clear in 23.0, a good work. SPLASHED IN GOLD was urged, falling further back in 23.4, a so-

so drill, We cannot verify the Official times, SPLASHED IN GOLD was definitely up at the wire, did not go down to 

the 7/8 pole and only definitely should have received a half-mile time.

04/20/24 48.0 BFT HSA GradeMOTORCADE

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

MOTORCADE did not impress in his five furlong training track work over Tapeta, niggled along through splits of 

11.4, 23.4, leaning out slightly around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.3, urged and tapped the entire stretch, 

slowing noticeably in 101.3, final 1/4 in 26.0, not good at all

03/31/24 101.3 CFT HSA GradeMOTORCADE

MOTORCADE went easily in his five furlong spin, we had the final 3/8 in 36.2, not asked, not a bad work for the 

recent maiden claiming winner, who may be getting better and should fit with restricted claimers next. We cannot 

verify the Official time

03/23/24 102.0 B-FT HSA Grade

MOTORCADE (B-) working with TRACKER (C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, MOTORCADE 

inside; The pair went off in 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, MOTORCADE was not asked at all, a neck in front at 

the wire in 48.3, TRACKER niggled along, a bit second best when up there, MOTORCADE was not asked down to the 

7/8 pole in 101.2, a decent work. TRACKER galloped out in 101.3, second best for the expensive Curlin maiden, who 

has been gelded since his last start, but needs to do a bit better

03/16/24 101.0 B-FT HSA Grade

MOTORCADE went faster than given in this easy half-mile move, crossing midstretch in 36.3, not asked in 49.0, not a 

bad work for the maiden claimer

03/10/24 49.3 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

MAN CHILD wore blinkers (new) for his half-mile maintenance training track spin over Tapeta, opening furlong in 

13.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.2, lightly niggled in 50.0, just a leg stretcher

03/30/24 50.1 MFT HSA GradeMAN CHILD

GENERAL MATHIS (C+) working with MAN CHILD (C) - This team went together from the 3/4 pole, we picked 

them up at the 1/2 mile pole, MAN CHILD, wearing blinkers, two lengths in front; The pair maintained their positions 

in 12.2 GENERAL MATHIS moved with a length passing the 1/4 pole in 24.4, MAN CHILD In 25.0, GENERAL 

MATHSI was lightly niggled, finishing 1 1/4 lengths in front in 50.3, best, but just ok. MAN CHILD was lightly urged, 

outfinished in 51.1, not impressive. We cannot verify the Official times

03/24/24 115.3 CFT HSA Grade
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MAN CHILD was asked in this five furlong drill, we had the final 3/8 in 36.0, urged to finish, just ok, not as good as it 

appears on paper. We cannot verify the Official time

03/18/24 100.1 C+FT HSA GradeMAN CHILD

MAN CHILD was given a half-mile clocking, we feel he broke off from the 5/8 pole, in a high gallop the opening 

strides, fractions of 14.0, 26.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 38.3, not asked much in 103.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole 

in 116.1, an ok work

03/13/24 48.3 B-FT HSA Grade

MAN CHILD (B-) working with RECKLESS SPIRIT (M) - This duo from different barns hooked in together at the 5/8 

pole, both wearing blinkers; RECKLESS SPIRIT starting sixteen lengths in front; MAN CHILD ate away at margin 

immediately, splits of  11.4, 23.2, RECKLESS SPIRIT off the rail in 13.1, two lengths in front in 26.1, MAN CHILD 

came through inside and went on by around the far turn, 1 1/2 lengths in front passing the 1/4 pole in 35.3, RECKLESS 

SPIRIT in 39.0, MAN CHILD opened up in the stretch, then was lightly urged, just hanging on at the wire to finish a 

length in front in 100.1, passed on the gallop out down to the 7/8 pole in 113.4, an ok work. RECKLESS SPIRIT was 

lightly niggled, gaining ground late to get back within a length at the wire in 103.3. galloping out clear down to the 7/8 

pole in 116.3, just a leg stretcher

03/06/24 100.0 B-FT HSA Grade

MAN CHILD appeared modest in his six furlong work, passing the 1/4 pole in 49.2, slowing in the stretch, up in 114.2, 

just ok for his new trainer

02/29/24 114.0 C+FT HSA Grade

MAN CHILD was really asked for a fast work here, splits of 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 35.3, hard urged in 59.4, not 

as good as it appears on paper, a so-so work

02/23/24 59.4 C+FT HSA Grade

GOOD N THIRSTY went off from the 1/2 mile pole, opening furlong in 11.4. hard urged in 47.1, just ok as he was 

going his very best

04/21/24 47.1 C+FT HSA GradeGOOD N THIRSTY

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

GOOD N THIRSTY worked in the dense fog, we saw the very beginning before getting swallowed up in the fog, then 

saw the last few yards, hard to ascertain anything from this

03/28/24 NTG NGFT HSA GradeGOOD N THIRSTY

GOOD N THIRSTY (C+), IT'SANYBODYSGAME (C+) and LOTERIE (C-) working together - This trio from 

different barns hooked in together on this very windy morning from the 5/8 pole, GOOD N THIRSTY inside of  

IT'SANYBODYSGAME with LOTEIRE starting 1/2 length behind; The threesome were close passing the 1/4 pole in 

35.3, GOOD N THIRSTY and  IT'SANYBODYSGAME were both urged, pulling well clear in a slowing 100.4, just 

ok. LOTERIE was urged, falling far, far back in 102.2, a very disappointing and poor drill.

03/14/24 100.4 C+FT HSA Grade

KAHUNA MAGIC (B-) working with TIZ SILVER (B-) - This team came out of the gate with an Edwin Alvarez 

trained baby that was after 1/16th of a mile, KAHUNA MAGIC inside, TIZ SILVER between horses, KAHUNA 

MAGIC and the Alvarez trainee outbroke TIZ SILVER who was off a step slowly, KAHUNA MAGIC just in front in 

12.2, 23.4, they were together in 35.1, TIZ SILVER was very lightly asked to get just in front of KAHUNA MAGIC, 

who was not asked in 48.0, both up there, galloping out to the 1/8 pole in 101.2, decent for both TIZ SILVER is an 

unraced $180K yearling, $325K two-year-old in training Curlin filly, who has been in training for quite a while and 

should debut soon, the gray likely will need two-turns. KAHUNA MAGIC was scratched a month or so and the 

comebacker should finally be seen again soon, he has been gelded off the long hiatus

04/24/24 48.0 B-FT HGSA GradeKAHUNA MAGIC

KAHUNA MAGIC was never doing much in his five furlong work, crawling along through splits of 13.1, 26.2, passing 

the 1/4 pole in 39.3, he picked it up a bit when challenged by the separate Ellis gate worker near midstretch 

MENDELSSOHN'S MUSIC, who was up there), lightly urged late in 104.3, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 

118.1, hard to like this a whole lot

04/18/24 104.3 C+FT HSA Grade
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KAHUNA MAGIC went much faster than given in his five furlong work, breaking off three lengths behind the separate 

working Baffert team of IMAGINATION and FAUSTIN, four lengths back passing the 1/4 pole in 35.4, lightly urged, 

falling further back late in 100.2, an ok work, but faster than given.

03/29/24 102.0 B-FT HSA GradeKAHUNA MAGIC

KAHUNA MAGIC appeared modest in his half-mile work, going off in 12.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.2, crossing 

midstretch in 37.4, hand ridden in 50.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 104.0, so-so for the recent Vet scratch, 

who has been gelded off the long layoff and needs low level restricted claimers

03/20/24 50.0 C+FT HSA Grade

PARNELLI (B) working with KAHUNA MAGIC (C+) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, PARNELLI 

inside; The pair were together in 24.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.2, PARNELLI opened up in the stretch, not asked 

crossing the wire in 100.0, KAHUNA MAGIC was lightly urged, falling back in 100.3, up there, so-so for the recent 

Vet scratch, who has been gelded off the lengthy hiatus, but needs to run cheap

03/13/24 100.3 C+FT HSA Grade

KAHUNA MAGIC (B-) working with JUSTIQUE (C+) - This team went five furlongs together, we picked them up at 

the 1/4 pole, KAHUNA MAGIC not asked, appearing best in 24.2, not bad this week. JUSTIQUE was lightly asked, 

second best, not overly impressive, but as we have said many times, the classy filly does not like this main track at all. 

We cannot verify the Official times

02/24/24 101.3 B-FT HSA Grade

7th Race 1 Mile Turf

CLEMENTS RIDE went easier than usual in his half-mile maintenance spin on the training track over Tapeta, not 

asked in 50.0, just a leg stretcher for the normally poor workhorse, who has to be urged on the main track

04/14/24 50.0 MFT HSA GradeCLEMENTS RIDE

CLEMENTS RIDE is a terrible workhorse and he showed that again in this training track five furlong work over 

Tapeta, wearing blinkers, splits of 12.3, 24.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.3, hard urged and shown the whip, failing to 

switch leads, slowing badly in 102.4, a typically poor drill

03/30/24 102.4 CFT HSA Grade

TRACKER (C+) working with CLEMENTS RIDE (C) - This team wore blinkers for their faster than given five furlong 

work, TRACKER inside; The pair were together in 12.3, CLEMENTS RIDE was niggled along to stay together in 24.3, 

TRACKER was 1/2 length up passing the 1/4 pole in 37.0, TRACKER never switched leads in the stretch, urged late to 

pull a length clear at the wire in 102.3, galloping out well clear down to the 7/8 pole in 115.2, best, but so-so. 

CLEMENTS RIDE was outrun late in 102.4, galloping out in 117.0, a typically poor drill. They definitely should have 

been separated

03/24/24 103.2 CFT HSA Grade

ASIAN MATRIARCH (B-) working with CLEMENTS RIDE (C+) - This team went five furlongs together, both 

wearing blinkers, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.3, ASIAN MATRIARCH pulled a length clear in 101.3, best of the duo, a 

decent work. CLEMENTS RIDE was hand ridden, falling back in 101.4, second best and a typically modest work for 

the poor workhorse, who needs the grass for his best

03/17/24 101.3 C+FT HSA Grade

CLEMENTS RIDE never looks like much in the a.m. and didn’t again in her half-mile work, opening furlong in 13.0, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 25.4, crossing midstretch in 38.3, hand ridden to the wire in 51.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 

pole in 104.2, so-so at very best, but typical of her in the a.m.

03/10/24 51.1 C+FT HSA Grade

JUDICIOUS (C+) working with KEEP MOVIN' ON (C) - This duo from different barns hooked in together at the 5/8 

pole, KEEP MOVIN' ON starting three lengths in front; The pair maintained their positions in 12.3, KEEP MOVIN' 

ON was hard urged to remain three lengths in front in 101.0, doing his best, not impressive. JUDICIOUS was lightly 

urged, finishing the same three lengths back she started in 101.0, perhaps best, but so-so for the unraced homebred 

Constitution filly.

04/20/24 101.0 CFT HSA GradeKEEP MOVIN' ON
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KEEP MOVIN' ON loomed terrible in this half-mile drill, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.1. hard urged, showing nothing 

late in 50.4, pass for sure

04/13/24 50.4 C-FT HSA GradeKEEP MOVIN' ON

KEEP MOVIN' ON did not impress in this early a.m. five furlong drill, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.2, hard urged in 

102.4. not a good work

03/23/24 102.4 CFT HSA Grade

KEEP MOVIN' ON wore blinkers for his half-mile work, showing speed, opening furlong in 11.3, passing the 1/4 pole 

in 23..3 hand ridden into the stretch, urged crossing midstretch in 36.0, urged to the wire in 48.3, galloping out down to 

the 7/8 pole in 103.0, just ok as he was really made to do it

03/15/24 48.4 C+FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

KEEP MOVIN' ON was not impressive visually in this five furlong work, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.3, niggled along, 

appearing very choppy coming to the wire in 101.4,, not visually impressive

02/24/24 101.4 CFT HSA GradeKEEP MOVIN' ON

QUICK KATE (B) working with TWO BY FOUR (B-) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, TWO BY FOUR 

inside; The pair went off slowly in 13.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 38.2, crossing midstretch in 50.1, QUICK KATE was 

not asked, best late in 102.1, a good work, better than it appears on paper. TWO BY FOUR was urged to stay together, 

second best, ok enough, but made to do it

04/18/24 102.1 B-FT HSA GradeTWO BY FOUR

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

TWO BY FOUR (B-) working with TRAVELIN' SHOW (B-) - This team went five furlongs together, we just saw 

them coming down the stretch, TWO BY FOUR not asked at all, a bit best, TRAVELIN' SHOW lightly niggled near 

the wire, both looking fine. We cannot verify the Official times as we never got the watch on them

03/29/24 101.2 B-FT HSA GradeTWO BY FOUR

TAKES THREE had Ayuso aboard for this modest five furlong work, opening 1/4 in 24.3, urged along in 101.1, a so-

so work

04/21/24 101.3 C+FT HSA GradeTAKES THREE

SKETCHY (B-) working with TAKES THREE (B-) - This duo from different barns hooked in together at the 1/2 mile 

pole, SKETCHY starting three lengths in front of TAKES THREE, who wore blinkers with Ayuso aboard; The pair 

maintained their positions passing the 1/4 pole in 23.3, TAKES THREE finished a length back in 47.3, a decent work. 

SKETCHY was not asked in 48.0, slower than given, a decent work as well. We have no idea why SKETCHY received 

the faster time?

04/08/24 47.3 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

TAKES THREE (C+) working with EMPIRE'S CLASSIC (C) - This team went five furlongs together, TAKES 

THREE wearing blinkers with Ayuso starting two lengths in front; TAKES THREE opened up several lengths passing 

the 1/4 pole in 36.0, EMPIRE'S CLASSIC in 36.3, TAKES THREE was hand ridden, finsihing where he started in 

100.4, faster than given, but just ok. EMPIRE'S CLASSIC was urged to get back where he started in 100.4, also faster 

than given, second best, not impressive

03/17/24 101.2 C+FT HSA GradeTAKES THREE

EMPIRE'S CLASSIC (B-) working with TAKES THREE (B-) - This team went much faster than given in their half-

mile move, TAKES THREE with Ayuso aboard inside; The pair went off in 12.0, neither asked much, up in 48.0, 

decent for both

03/10/24 49.1 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

CURLIN'S KAOS really regressed in this half-mile work, we had the final 1/4 in 25.4. lightly asked, slowing badly, not 

impressive. We cannot verify the Official time

03/29/24 51.1 CFT HSA GradeCURLIN'S KAOS
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CURLINS KAOS (B-) working with LOVIN THE PAVELS (C+) - This team of Cal-breds went together from the 5/8 

pole, CURLINS KAOS starting a length in front of LOVIN THE PAVELS, who had Gutierrez aboard; The pair were 

together early, moving slowly, LOVIN THE PAVLES in 13.1, 26.0,passing the 1/4 pole in 38.2, CURLINS KAOS in 

13.2, 26.1, 38.3, both three lengths in front of the separate Mandella working MAN AMONG MEN, CURLINS KAOS 

was not asked, finishing 1/2 length up on his workmate and two lengths in front of MAN AMONG MEN, receiving the 

slower time of 103.1, but best, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 116.2, not a bad work. LOVIN THE PAVELS was 

lightly asked, unable to get by in 103.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 116.1, just ok for the Gulfstream Park 

debut winner over turf, which seems to be his preferred surface

03/24/24 103.1 B-FT HSA GradeCURLIN'S KAOS

CURLIN'S KAOS went steadily in his five furlong maintenance spin, relaxed early, splits of 12.4, 25.0, passing the 1/4 

pole in 37.0, very lightly niggled in 102.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 116.1, just a leg stretcher

03/17/24 102.2 MFT HSA Grade

CURLIN'S KAOS went easily in his first work since coming back from New Mexico, going off slowly in 13,0, passing 

the 1/4 pole in 25.3, crossing midstretch in 38.1, not asked at all in 51.2, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 106.2, 

just a leg stretcher

03/09/24 51.3 MFT HSA Grade

MISCHIEFS CAUSEWAY washed out profusely in this half-mile move, opening furlong in 12.1, passing the 1/4 pole 

in 24.1, crossing midstretch in 35.4, not asked in 47.3, final furlong in 11.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 

100.2, certainly decent though the extreme washiness isn't a positive

04/18/24 47.3 B-FT HSA GradeMISCHIEFS CAUSEWAY

MISCHIEFS CAUSEWAY (B-) working with NASHOBA'S JOY (B-) - This team went together in their five furlong 

work, NASHOBA'S JOY starting a length in front; The pair maintained their positions in 23.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 

35.3, both lightly asked, MISCHIEFS CAUSEWAY got even in 100.2, NASHOBA'S JOY in 100.3, ok for both

04/11/24 100.2 B-FT HSA Grade

MISCHIEFS CAUSEWAY went off from the 1/2 mile pole, opening furlong in 11.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.3, 

crossing midstretch in 35.2, not asked in 48.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 102.0, a decent work

04/02/24 48.2 B-FT HSA Grade

MISCHIEFS CAUSEWAY went off from the 1/2 mile pole, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, lightly urged, responding in 

48.2, final 1/4 in 24.0, not a bad work

03/29/24 48.1 B-FT HSA Grade

MISCHIEFS CAUSEWAY (C+) working with SHOOT FOR THE SKY (C+) - This team went together in their half-

mile work, we picked them up together passing the 1/4 pole, two lengths in front of the separate working LOTERIE and 

four lengths in front of ASHLEYS SANDCASTLE. Both horses were hand ridden, caught by LOTERIE in 24.3, so-so 

for both. We cannot verify the Official times

03/22/24 48.1 C+FT HSA Grade

BIG SUMMER (B-) working with MISCHIEFS CAUSEWAY (B-) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, 

MISCHIEFS CAUSEWAY starting three lengths in front; The pair maintained their positions in 12.2, BIG SUMMER 

got even in the stretch, up in 100.2, not a bad work this week. MISCHIEFS CAUSEWAY was not asked in 101.0, ok as 

well.;

03/15/24 101.0 B-FT HSA Grade

JUST A GUESS (B-) working with PUTT FOR DOUGH (B-) - This team went five furlongs together, we had the final 

3/8 of the work, PUTT FOR DOUGH 3/4 length in front of JUST A GUESS, who wore blinkers with Gutierrez up; The 

pair maintained their positions passing the 1/4/ pole in 12.2. PUTT FOR DOUGH was lightly niggled, JUST A GUESS 

was very lightly asked late, finishing together in 36.4, PUTT FOR DOUGH galloping out in front, ok for both. We 

cannot verify the Official time

04/19/24 100.3 B-FT HSA GradeJUST A GUESS

JUST A GUESS (B-) working with LETSHAVEONEMORE (B-) - This team went a half-mile together, 

LETSHAVEONEMORE inside; We had the final 3/8 of the move, neither asked at all in 36.4, decent for both. We 

cannot verify the Official time.

04/07/24 49.3 B-FT HSA Grade
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JUST A GUESS (M) working with STAY ON THE FENCE (M) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, going off 

easily, splits of 12.4, 25.3, JUST A GUESS was on a loose rein, never asked in 103.0, just a leg stretcher. STAY ON 

THE FENCE was lightly niggled, a bit second best, but just a leg stretcher as well

03/17/24 102.4 MFT HSA GradeJUST A GUESS

8th Race 7 Furlongs Dirt

WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE continues to look really, really good as she shines again in her early a.m. half-mile move, 

passing the 1/4 pole in 23.3., not asked a drop in 46.3, final 1/4 in 23.0, another very, very good work, the Cal-bred 

mare is going as well as she ever has

04/17/24 46.3 B+FT HSA GradeWISHTHEYALLCOULDBE

WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE continues to do really well in the a.m. as she went off from the 5/8 pole, passing the 1/4 

pole in 37.1, not asked at all in 100.0, final 1/4 in 22.4, a very good work for the veteran Cal-bred mare, who is really 

on top of her game of late

04/08/24 100.0 B+FT HSA Grade

WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE continues to sparkle in the a.m., working early in the morning, opening furlong in 12.1. 

breezing late in 47.1, another good work, tab for another big effort

03/29/24 47.1 BFT HSA Grade

WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE (B-), DEVIL D' ORO (C+) and INSTINCT D' ORO (C+) working together - This trio 

came out of the gate together, all wearing blinkers, DEVIL D' ORO inside, INSTINCT D' ORO between horses and 

WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE outside; INSTINCT D' ORO and WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE broke well to lead early in 

12.2, DEVIL D' ORO broke slowly, two lengths back in 12.4, they were three across the track in 23.4, 35.2, 

WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE was best, not asked, finishing 1/2 length in front in 48.3, a decent work. DEVIL D' ORO 

and INSTINCT D; ORO were urged, 1/2 length back, just ok for them, DEVIL needs to break better.

03/22/24 48.3 B-FT HGSA Grade

WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE (B) working with TIZZY TWISTER (C) - This team went a half-mile together, 

WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE inside; WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE opened up at once, passing the 1/4 pole in 22.1, 

TIZZY TWISTER unable to keep up in 23.1, WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE was never asked, up in 46.0, a good work. 

TIZZY TWISTER was asked, then the rider gave up late, well beaten in 48.2, not impressive

03/13/24 46.0 BFT HSA Grade

WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE (B-) working with TIZZY TWISTER (C+) - This team went five furlongs from the 1/2 

mile pole, TIZZY TWISTER starting a length in front; WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE got even passing the 1/4 pole in 

23.3, TIZZY TWISTER in 23.4, they were together crossing the wire, WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE in 47.0, TIZZY 

TWISTER in 47.1, they slowed a bit down to the 7/8 pole, WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE not asked, 1/2 length in front 

in 100.0, a decent work. TIZZY TWISTER was second best, lightly asked, 1/2 length back in 100.1, just ok

03/06/24 100.0 B-FT HSA Grade

PACIFIC QUEST (B-) working with SWEET HELLO (M) - This team went a half-mile on the training track over 

Tapeta, SWEET HELLO starting three lengths in front; PACIFIC QUEST was never asked, getting even in 49.3, a 

decent move. SWEET HELLO was waiting late in 50.1, just a leg stretcher

04/15/24 50.1 MFT HSA GradeSWEET HELLO

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

SWEET HELLO looked decent in her half-mile move, crossing midstretch in 36.1. not asked in 48.4, not a bad work

03/18/24 48.2 B-FT HSA GradeSWEET HELLO

SWEET HELLO went slower than given in her half-mile maintenance spin, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.1. in hand 

through the stretch, up in 50.4, just a leg stretcher

03/05/24 50.2 MFT HSA Grade

IRISH WAHINE worked early in the a.m., passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1, not asked, but slowing in 49.2, just ok this week

04/21/24 49.2 C+FT HSA GradeIRISH WAHINE
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TIZZY TWISTER (B-) working with UNUSUAL WIN (C+) - This team wore blinkers for their half-mile work, 

UNUSUAL WIN starting two lengths in front; The pair went off in 12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, a galloped 

swerved in and got right in front of the rallying TIZZY TISTER crossing midstretch, she kept to her task, getting even 

in 49.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 101.3, a decent work. UNUSUAL WIN was hand ridden, second best, 

just ok

04/08/24 48.3 B-FT HSA GradeTIZZY TWISTER

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

MIDNIGHT LOVE (C+) working with TIZZY TWISTER (C+) - This team went a half-mile together, we picked them 

up at the 1/4 pole, neither asked, neither doing a whole lot late in 24.3, just ok for both. We cannot verify the Official 

time

03/22/24 49.4 C+FT HSA GradeTIZZY TWISTER

WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE (B) working with TIZZY TWISTER (C) - This team went a half-mile together, 

WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE inside; WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE opened up at once, passing the 1/4 pole in 22.1, 

TIZZY TWISTER unable to keep up in 23.1, WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE was never asked, up in 46.0, a good work. 

TIZZY TWISTER was asked, then the rider gave up late, well beaten in 48.2, not impressive

03/13/24 48.2 CFT HSA Grade

WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE (B-) working with TIZZY TWISTER (C+) - This team went five furlongs from the 1/2 

mile pole, TIZZY TWISTER starting a length in front; WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE got even passing the 1/4 pole in 

23.3, TIZZY TWISTER in 23.4, they were together crossing the wire, WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE in 47.0, TIZZY 

TWISTER in 47.1, they slowed a bit down to the 7/8 pole, WISHTHEYALLCOULDBE not asked, 1/2 length in front 

in 100.0, a decent work. TIZZY TWISTER was second best, lightly asked, 1/2 length back in 100.1, just ok

03/06/24 100.1 C+FT HSA Grade

CALIFORNIA TIGER (B-) working with TIZZY TWISTER (C+) - This team of recent claims went a half-mile 

together, TIZZY TWISTER inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 24.1, both horses got within 1/2 length of the 

separate working Glatt team of FORD FLYER and PRINCIP at the wire, CALIFORNIA TIGER was best, not asked in 

48.2, a decent move. TIZZY TWISTER was lightly asked, second best, just ok

02/26/24 48.4 C+FT HSA Grade

9th Race 6 Furlongs Turf

HEART OF THE NIGHT wore a Figure 8 for her five furlong work, we had the final 3/8 in 36.4, not asked, ok enough 

this week. We cannot verify the Official time

04/21/24 101.4 B-FT HSA GradeHEART OF THE NIGHT

HEART OF THE NIGHT wore a Figure 8 for her disappointing five furlong training track work over Tapeta, going off 

way too quickly, opening 1/4 in 23.1, moving nicely around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 34.4, lightly niggled, 

slowing badly the final furlong, up in 100.4, final 1/4 in 26.0, noticeably shortening stride, a so-so work at best., but 

this can be attributed to pilot error

04/14/24 100.4 C+FT HSA Grade

HEART OF THE NIGHT wore a Figure 8 for her five furlong move, we had the final 3/8 in 36.3, not asked, not a bad 

work. We cannot verify the Official time

04/07/24 102.0 B-FT HSA Grade

HEART OF THE NIGHT wore a Figure 8 for her half-mile work, we had the final 3/8 of the work, passing the 1/4 pole 

in 11.4, crossing midstretch in 24.0, not asked, but shortening stride and slowing in 37.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 

pole in 50.3, a disappointing and so-so work. The Official time appears way too fast

03/29/24 48.1 C+FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

AMERICANDREAMMAKER (B-) working with HEART OF THE NIGHT (B-) - This team went together, both 

wearing Figure 8's, HEART OF THE NIGHT inside; The pair went off in 25.0, passing the 1/4 pole in 37.3, both 

finished well in 101.3, certainly decent

03/04/24 101.3 B-FT HSA GradeHEART OF THE NIGHT
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HEART OF THE NIGHT did not look all that good in this five furlong move, opening 1/4 in 24.2. not asked, but 

shortening stride noticeably in 102.3, not overly impressive visually here

02/24/24 102.3 C+FT HSA GradeHEART OF THE NIGHT

UPCHARGE (B-) working with ZITI (C) - This mismatched team came out of the gate together, UPCHARGE inside; 

The pair showed speed, splits of 12.1, 23.2, UPCHARGE getting in front in 35.0, ZITI in 35,1, UPCHARGE kicked 

away into and around the far turn, clear passing the 1/4 pole in 47.2, ZITI in 48.1, UPCHARGE was not asked, best in 

100.0, a few ticks slower than given, but certainly decent. ZITI was urged, falling apart in 101.3, not impressive

04/20/24 101.0 CFT HGSA GradeZITI (FR)

SUPER SHINE (C+), UPCHARGE (C) and ZITI (C-) working together - This trio came out of the gate together, 

SUPER SHINE wearing blinkers inside, UPCHARGE between horses and ZITI wearing blinkers outside; SUPER 

SHINE and ZITI broke ok, UPCHARGE broke a bit slowly, ZITI was 1/2 length in front of SUPER SHINE early in 

13.1, UPCHARGE in 13.4, the top pair were even in 24.4, UPCHARGE chasing in 25.2, SHUPER SHINE edged 1 1/2 

lengths in front in 36.1, ZITI dropping back in 36.2, UPCHARGE split horses and moved within two lengths in 36.3, 

SUPER SHINE edged clear early on the far turn, urged and tapped as his advantage diminished passing the 1/4 pole in 

48.3, UPCHARGE lightly urged, moving within a length in 48.4, ZITI asked, falling 2 1/2 lengths back in 49.0, SUPER 

SHINE failed to switch leads, urged, finishing two lengths clear in 101.1, best, bit so-so. UPCHARGE gave a bit of 

ground the final furlong, two lengths back in 101.3, not impressive. ZITI failed to switch leads, urged, no match in 

102.4, nothing good about this

04/13/24 103.1 C-FT HGSA Grade

ALMENDARES (B), BADDA BING (B-) and ZITI (C+) working together - This trio went a half-mile on the training 

track, ALMENDARES inside of ZITI, who wore blinkers with Pyfer aboard, two lengths in front of BADDA BING; 

ALMEDARES and ZITI edged another length clear in 12.1, BADDA BING in 12.2. ALMENDARES edged away 

around the far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 1 1/2 lengths in front in 24.0, BADDA BING niggled along, moving closer 

in 24.1, ZITI in 24.1, ALMENDARES was never asked, clearly best, finishing 1 1/2 lengths in front in 48.2, a good 

comeback work as he appeared to like the surface. BADDA BING stayed inside, lightly asked late, 1 1/2 lengths back 

in 48.1, continuing solo to the 5/8 pole in 101.2, not a bad work. ZITI fell back to last in midstretch, then got even again 

with BADDA BING in 48.3, finsihing 1 1/2 lengths back, drifting out a bit on the gallop out, just ok

04/05/24 48.4 C+FT HSA Grade

VIBEZ looked good again this week in her comeback five furlong work, breaking off from the 1/2 mile pole, passing 

the 1/4 pole in 23.3, crossing the wire in 46.3, not asked down to the 7/8 pole in 59.2, a good work again this week

04/17/24 59.2 BFT HSA GradeVIBEZ

VIBEZ (B+) working with JETOVATOR (B) - This team were given five furlong times, we think they only went a half-

mile from the 1/2 mile pole, VIBEZ inside; The pair passed the 1/4 pole in 23.4, VIBEZ was under a big hold, 

appearing best in 47.0, final 1/4 in 23.1. galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 100.0,JETOVATOR, not asked, but nit 

going quite as well. This was a very good work for VIBEZ, who is a once raced three-year-old filly coming off a long 

layoff and appears to be returning better than she left. JETOVATOR went well.

04/10/24 100.0 B+FT HSA Grade

VIBEZ went easily in this half-mile move, we had the final 1/4 in 24.1. not asked, not a bad work. We cannot verify the 

Official time

03/25/24 48.1 B-FT HSA Grade

WIMBERLY wore blinkers for another unimpressive gate work, breaking ok, splits of 12.3, 24..2, 36.0, passing the 1/4 

pole in 48.1, urged the final furlong, slowing in 101.2, final furlong in 13.1, another so-so at best work for the unraced, 

well bred Curlin filly, who appears to be very modest

04/22/24 101.2 C+FT HGSA GradeWIMBERLY

WIMBERLY wore blinkers for another unimpressive five furlong work on the training track over Tapeta, opening 1/4 

in 24.1. urged, tiring on 101.3, another very subpar work for the expensive unraced filly, who has shown little

04/15/24 101.4 CFT HSA Grade
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SMILING FOREVER (B-) working with WIMBERLY (C) - This duo of unraced fillies from different barns wore 

blinkers for their gate work, WINBERLY inside; SMILING FOREVER was quicker early to lead in 12.2, WIMBERLY 

in 12.3, SMILING FOREVER was 1/2 length up in 24.1, 35.3, then pulled two lengths clear, not asked when up in 

47.4, WIMBERLY urged, falling back in 48.1, WIMBERLY continued to be hard urged, slowing when up in 101.4, a 

length in front of the galloping out SMILING FOREVER in 102.0, a decent work for SMILING FOREVER, an 

unraced homebred daughter of Smiling Tiger who is getting better with each work and has speed, not impressive for 

WIMBERLY, a $700K three-year-old Curlin - Dream Tree filly who needs to do much better. SMILING FOREVER 

definitely should only have been given a half-mile time, and we don’t know how the Official Clockers gave her a faster 

five furlong time when she fell a length back galloping out.

04/08/24 101.3 CFT HGSA GradeWIMBERLY

WIMBERLY went five furlongs on the training track over the Tapeta, wearing blinkers, we had the final 1/4 of the 

work, five lengths behind the separate working Glatt trained HANDSOME TICKET, urged along to finish 3/4 length 

back in 24.3, a so-so work. We cannot verify the Official time

04/01/24 100.4 C+FT HSA Grade

WIMBERLY looked decent in this five furlong move, splits of 24.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4, not asked in 101.1. 

not a bad work

03/25/24 101.2 B-FT HSA Grade

WIMBERLY went easily in this five furlong move, we had the final 3/8 in 36.1. not asked, not bad at al. We cannot 

verify the Official time

03/18/24 101.4 B-FT HSA Grade

WIMBERLY looked decent here in this half-mile move, crossing midstretch in 36.1. not asked in 48.2, not a bad work

03/11/24 48.2 B-FT HSA Grade

WIMBERLY did not look all that great in her first half-mile work, passing the 1/4 pole in 25.0, lightly urged in 49.3, 

just ok for the unraced $700K Curlin - Dream Tree filly, who isn't far along, but we would like to see her improve off 

this

03/04/24 49.2 C+FT HSA Grade

QUEEN GIRVIN went off from the 5/8 pole, crossing midstretch in 53.0, up in 105.4, hard to like this.

04/21/24 105.4 CFT HSA GradeQUEEN GIRVIN

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

QUEEN GIRVIN went fairly well in her five furlong work, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.3, lightly asked in 100.3, final 1/4 

in 24.0, not a bad work for a horse from this barn

03/23/24 100.3 B-FT HSA GradeQUEEN GIRVIN

DISPOSITION finished well in this half-mile move, wearing a figure 8, we had the final 1/4 in 23.4, not asked, a decent 

work. We cannot verify the slowing Official time

04/20/24 49.0 B-FT HSA GradeDISPOSITION

DISPOSITION looked good visually in this half-mile move, under a big hold the entire way in 48.1, final furlong in 

12.1., but able to go much faster if let run, having good energy, a nice work

04/13/24 48.1 BFT HSA Grade

DISPOSITION finished well in this half-mile move, wearing a Figure 8, we had the final 3/8 in 35.0, not asked, 

reaching out to the wire, a good work. We cannot verify the Official time

04/07/24 47.2 BFT HSA Grade

DISPOSITION went easily in this early a.m. move, wearing a Figure 8, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.1. not asked in 48.1, 

an ok work

03/29/24 48.1 B-FT HSA Grade
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Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

DISPOSITION (B-) working with I DON'T GET IT (C-) - This duo from different barns came out of the gate together, 

DISPOSITION wearing a Figure 8 inside I DON'T GET IT, who had Gutierrez up; DISPOSITION was always well, 

well clear, leading in 12.4, 24.0, I DON'T GET IT in 13.4, 26.4, we got off him there, DISPOSITON continued to move 

quickly in 35.0, (22.1 middle 1/4), niggled when up in 47.2, galloping out to the 1/8 pole in 101.1, a decent work. There 

is no chance I DON'T GET IT went anywhere close to the Official time and looked awful.

03/09/24 47.4 B-FT HGSA GradeDISPOSITION

SWEET AZTECA (B) working with DISPOSITION (C) - This team of mismatched horses went five furlongs together, 

we picked them up at the 3/8 pole, SWEET AZTECA inside; SWEET AZTECA was lightly asked, well, well clear in 

35.1, a good work. DISPOSITION was all-out, badly beaten in 37.1. not impressive,. We cannot verify the Official 

times

03/01/24 101.1 CFT HSA Grade

DISPOSITION (B-) working with (MAJESTIC JEWEL) (C-) - This mismatched field of unraced fillies went together 

from the 5/8 pole, both wearing Figure 8's, DISPOSITION inside of (MAJESTIC JEWEL), who had T. Baze up; The 

pair were together in 12.2, DISPOSITION inched 1/2 length in front in 24.0, edging clear around the far turn, two 

lengths in front passing the 1/4 pole in 36.0, (MAJESTIC JEWEL) lightly tapped, struggling passing the 1/4 pole in 

36.2, DISPOSITION was well, well clear at the wire in 100.4, an ok work for the $110K yearling, $190K daughter of 

Palace Malice. (MAJESTIC JEWEL) was blown away, badly beaten in 102.3, not good at all for the $175K RNA 

weanling, $285K yearling Constitution filly, who needs to do much, much better than this

02/24/24 101.0 B-FT HSA Grade

LOVE ALIVE went off from the 1/2 mile pole, opening furlong in 12.1. very lightly asked late in 47.4, not a bad work 

for the unraced filly, who has been in training forever and should be seen soon

04/24/24 47.4 B-FT HSA GradeLOVE ALIVE

LOVE ALIVE went better than the time would indicate in her half-mile training track spin over Tapeta, in a crawl 

leaving the p[ole, opening furlong in 13.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 26.3, not asked a drop in 51.0, galloping out with 

energy to the 5/8 pole in 104.1, not a bad work

04/17/24 51.1 B-FT HSA Grade

LOVE ALIVE showed more "heart" than usual in her half-mile move, going off in 11.4, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.3, 

crossing midstretch in 35.3, the rider up well before the wire in 48.0, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 101.3, 

decent this week.

04/07/24 48.2 B-FT HSA Grade

LOVE ALIVE was asked harder than most horses from this barn in this half-mile drill, passing the 1/4 pole in 23.4. 

hard urged in 48.1, a so-so work

03/24/24 48.1 C+FT HSA Grade

LOVE ALIVE (B-) working with SURFLINE (C+) - This team went five furlongs together, we picked them up at the 

1/2 mile pole, LOVE ALIVE inside; LOVE ALIVE was just in front in 11.4, they were together passing the 1/4 pole in 

23.4, LOVE ALIVE kicked away into the stretch, lightly niggled to finish 1 1/4 lengths in front in 48.0, galloping out 

down to the 7/8 pole in 102.1, a decent work for the unraced $52K yearling, $230K two-year-old in training Malibu 

Moon filly, who has been in training for months without starting, has some ability, and should give Gary Wright fans a 

chance to watch her run soon. SURFLINE was lightly asked in 48.1, second best, so-so. We cannot verify the Official 

times

03/17/24 101.0 B-FT HSA Grade

LOVE ALIVE (B-) working with RADAR LOVE (C) - This team went together from the 5/8 pole, we picked them up 

at the 1/2 mile pole, LOVE ALIVE inside; LOVE ALIVE was lightly asked, four lengths in front in 48.4, an ok work. 

RADAR LOVE was also lightly asked, no match in 49.3, not impressive, this one needs a Golden Earring to be 

effective around here. We cannot verify the Official times, we have no idea why they were only separated by one 

length?

03/10/24 101.0 B-FT HSA Grade
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IRRESISTIBLE FORCE (B-) working with LOVE ALIVE (C) -  This duo from different barns hooked in together 

during a busy time in the a.m., they went five furlongs, we picked them up at the 1/2 mile pole, LOVE ALIVE was five 

lengths in front at that point. IRRESISTABLE FORCE moved closer in 12.0, got even inside her company around the 

far turn, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.0, LOVE ALIVE in 12.3, 25.0, IRRESISTABLE FORCE was lightly urged, 

finishing 1 1/2 lengths in front in 48.1, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 101.4, not a bad work. LOVE ALIVE was 

niggled, falling 1 1/2 lengths behind in 49.2, galloping out well behind in 103.4, not impressive. We cannot verify the 

Official times

03/01/24 102.1 CFT HSA GradeLOVE ALIVE

LOVE ALIVE went five furlongs from the 1/2 mile pole, splits of 12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.2, crossing 

midstretch in 36.2, passing the wire in 48.3, the rider stayed down to the 7/8 pole in 102.0, another very modest work

02/24/24 48.3 C+FT HSA Grade

MR. LEASURE (B-), CHARM YOUR WORLD (C+) and TOMORROW NEVER COMES (C+) working together - 

This trio from different barns came out of the gate together, MR. LEASURE inside, TOMORROW NEVER COMES 

wearing blinkers with Maldonado aboard between horses and CHARM YOUR WORLD outside; CHARM YOUR 

WORLD broke well, MR. LEASURE broke fine, TOMORROW NEVER COMES broke slowly, MR. LEASURE 

moved up to get 1/2 length in front 13.0, CHARM YOUR WORLD In 13.0, TOMORROW NEVER COMES moving 

up to be a length back in 13.1,MR. LEASURE was 1/2 length up in 24.1, 35.3, CHARM YOUR WORLD slipping a 

length back in 35.4, MR. LEASURE was a head in front of TOMORROW NEVER COMES passing the 1/4 pole in 

47.4, CHARM YOUR WORLD very lightly asked, up in 48.0, MR. LEASURE was lightly tapped, pulling two lengths 

clear when up in 100.3, an ok work for the son of Distorted Humor, who has been gelded off the freshening and could 

use maiden claimers to be effective. TOMORROW NEVER COMES was lightly urged, falling two lengths back in 

101.0, so-so for the son of Speightstown, who also needs maiden claimers. CHARM YOUR WORLD galloped out in 

101.1, so-so for him as well

04/21/24 47.3 C+FT HGSA GradeCHARM YOUR WORLD

CHARM THE WORLD went off from the 5/8 pole, going off in 12.2. lightly asked, not impressive late in 101.4. not a 

good work

04/12/24 101.4 CFT HSA Grade

CHARM YOUR WORLD went off from the 1/2 mile pole during a busy time in the a.m., we had the final 1/4 in 24.1. 

catching the separate working Mullins trained YARBOROUGH, not a bad work. We cannot verify the Official time

03/10/24 48.4 B-FT HSA Grade

UPCHARGE (B-) working with ZITI (C) - This mismatched team came out of the gate together, UPCHARGE inside; 

The pair showed speed, splits of 12.1, 23.2, UPCHARGE getting in front in 35.0, ZITI in 35,1, UPCHARGE kicked 

away into and around the far turn, clear passing the 1/4 pole in 47.2, ZITI in 48.1, UPCHARGE was not asked, best in 

100.0, a few ticks slower than given, but certainly decent. ZITI was urged, falling apart in 101.3, not impressive

04/20/24 59.2 B-FT HGSA GradeUPCHARGE

SUPER SHINE (C+), UPCHARGE (C) and ZITI (C-) working together - This trio came out of the gate together, 

SUPER SHINE wearing blinkers inside, UPCHARGE between horses and ZITI wearing blinkers outside; SUPER 

SHINE and ZITI broke ok, UPCHARGE broke a bit slowly, ZITI was 1/2 length in front of SUPER SHINE early in 

13.1, UPCHARGE in 13.4, the top pair were even in 24.4, UPCHARGE chasing in 25.2, SHUPER SHINE edged 1 1/2 

lengths in front in 36.1, ZITI dropping back in 36.2, UPCHARGE split horses and moved within two lengths in 36.3, 

SUPER SHINE edged clear early on the far turn, urged and tapped as his advantage diminished passing the 1/4 pole in 

48.3, UPCHARGE lightly urged, moving within a length in 48.4, ZITI asked, falling 2 1/2 lengths back in 49.0, SUPER 

SHINE failed to switch leads, urged, finishing two lengths clear in 101.1, best, bit so-so. UPCHARGE gave a bit of 

ground the final furlong, two lengths back in 101.3, not impressive. ZITI failed to switch leads, urged, no match in 

102.4, nothing good about this

04/13/24 102.1 CFT HGSA Grade

UPCHARGE did not look all that good in her first recorded five furlong drill, opening 1/4 in 24.1. urged fairly hard 

late, not showing a lot of response in 101.0, a so-so work at best for the unraced $52K yearling, $75K two-year-old 

Upstart filly, who needs to do better

04/07/24 101.0 C+FT HSA Grade
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UPCHARGE (B-), WISHES TO RICHES (B-) and CIRCLE OF TRUST (M) working together - This trio sort of 

worked together as they went off from the 1/2 mile pole, WISHES TO RICHES starting 1/2 length in front of 

UPCHARGE with CIRCLE OF TRUST eight lengths back; The top pair were together early in 12.2, passing the 1/4 

pole in 24.1, CIRCLE OF TRUST in 12.3, 24.2, WISHES TO RICHES was lightly asked, UPCHARGE not asked 

crossing the wire in 48.4, CIRCLE OF TRUST was not asked, getting up at the wire in 48.3, UPCHARGE and 

WISHES TO RICHES continued down to the 7/8 pole, WISHES TO RICHES still lightly asked, 12 length in front in 

101.1, ok for both, CIRCLE OF TRUST galloping out in 102.1, just a leg stretcher

03/29/24 49.0 B-FT HSA GradeUPCHARGE

TURN ON THE JETS (B-) working with UPCHARGE (B-) - This team went three furlongs in the early a.m., leaving 

the 1/4 pole, crossing the wire in 24.1, not asked down to the 7/8 pole in 36.2, a decent move for both

03/17/24 36.2 B-FT HSA Grade

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

NOT A SINNER went off from the 5/8 pole, fractions of 12.3, 24.3, passing the 1/4 pole in 36.4, slowing a bit in the 

stretch, up in 101.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 116.2, just ok this week

03/23/24 102.0 C+FT HSA GradeNOT A SINNER (GB)

NOT A SINNER went easily in her half-mile maintenance spin, splits of 12.2, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.4, crossing 

midstretch in 37.1, not asked in 49.4, galloping out down to the 7/8 pole in 103.4, just a leg stretcher

03/09/24 49.4 MFT HSA Grade

TAHINI (B-) working with ANG N ASH (C+) - This team went together from the 1/2 mile pole, ANG NA SH inside; 

The pair went off in 12.1, passing the 1/4 pole in 24.3, TAHINI was not asked, best in 48.3, ANG N ASH was urged, 

second best, so-so. We have no idea why the Official Clockers separated them two lengths as they started and finished 

together?

04/21/24 48.1 B-FT HSA GradeTAHINI

Prior to Last Race --------------------------------------------------------------------------

TAHINI did not look all that good in this half-mile drill, we had the final 3/8 in 36.1, hard urged to finish, not as good 

as it appears on paper. We cannot verify the Official time

03/29/24 48.3 C+FT HSA GradeTAHINI
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